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Parallel and fully recursive multifrontal sparse Cholesky
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Abstract

We describe the design, implementation, and performance of a new parallel sparse Cholesky factorization code. The code
uses a multifrontal factorization strategy. Operations on small dense submatrices are performed using new dense matrix
subroutines that are part of the code, although the code can also use theblas andlapack. The new code is recursive at both
the sparse and the dense levels, it uses a novel recursive data layout for dense submatrices, and it is parallelized using Cilk, an
extension of C specifically designed to parallelize recursive codes. We demonstrate that the new code performs well and scales
well on SMPs. In particular, on up to 16 processors, the code outperforms two state-of-the-art message-passing codes. The
scalability and high performance that the code achieves imply that recursive schedules, blocked data layouts, and dynamic
scheduling are effective in the implementation of sparse factorization codes.
© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

This paper describes the design and implementation
of a new parallel direct sparse linear solver. The solver
is based on a multifrontal supernodal sparse Cholesky
factorization[17] (see also the review[36]). The first
analysis of parallel multifrontal methods is due to
Duff [18], and there are now a number of parallel
high-performance implementations[3,23,27,32,37].

The multifrontal method factors the matrix using
recursion on a combinatorial structure called the elim-
ination tree (etree). Each vertex in the tree is asso-
ciated with a set of columns of the Cholesky factor
L. The set of columns is called an amalgamated node
[17] or a relaxed supernode[6]. Strictly speaking, in
the elimination tree each vertex is associated with a
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single column. The structure that we call elimination
tree in this paper is usually called an assembly tree
or a condensed or supernodal elimination tree. Since
we never refer to the single-column elimination tree
in this paper, no confusion should arise. The set of
columns associated with a vertex is called afront or
a supernodeand the number of columns in such a set
is called the size of the front (or the size of the su-
pernode). The method works by factoring the columns
associated with all the proper descendants of a ver-
tex v, then updating the coefficients of the unknowns
associated withv, and factoring the columns ofv.

The updates and the factorization of the columns of
v are performed using calls to thedenselevel-3blas
[14,15]. The ability to exploit the denseblas and the
low symbolic overhead allow the method to effectively
utilize modern computer architectures with caches and
multiple processors. Our solver includes a newly de-
signed and implemented subset of theblas/lapack,
although it can use existing implementations, such as
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atlas [42] andblas produced by computer vendors
[1,2,12,28,29,33,38].

While the multifrontal supernodal method itself is
certainly not new, the design of our solver is novel.
The novelty stems from aggressive use of recursion in
all levels of the algorithm, which allows the solver to
effectively utilize complex advanced memory systems
and multiple processors. We use recursion in three
ways, one conventional and two new:

• The solver uses a recursive formulation for both the
multifrontal sparse factorization and for the new im-
plementation of theblas. This approach is standard
in multifrontal sparse factorization, and is now fairly
common in new implementations of the dense lin-
ear algebra codes[5,19,20,24–26,41,42]. A similar
approach was recently proposed by Dongarra and
Raghavan for a non-multifrontal sparse Cholesky
method[16]. This use of recursive formulations en-
ables us to exploit recursion in two new ways.

• The solver exploits parallelism by declaring, in the
code, that certain function calls can run concur-
rently with the caller. That is, the parallel imple-
mentation is based entirely on recursive calls that
can be performed in parallel, and not on loop par-
titioning, explicit multithreading, or message pass-
ing. The parallel implementation uses Cilk[21,39],
a programming environment that supports a fairly
minimal parallel extension of the C programming
language and a specialized run-time system. One of
the most important aspects of using Cilk is the fact
that it performs dynamic scheduling that leads to
both load balancing and locality of reference.

• The solver lays out dense submatrices recursively.
More specifically, matrices are laid out in blocks,
and the blocks are laid out in memory using recur-
sive partitioning of the matrices. This data layout,
originally proposed by Gustavson et al.[24] ensures
automatic effective utilization of all the levels of
the memory hierarchy and can prevent false sharing
and other memory-system problems. The use of a
novel indirection matrix enables low-overhead in-
dexing and sophisticated memory management for
block-packed formats.

Our performance results indicate that sparse factor-
ization codes implemented in Cilk can achieve high
performance and high scalability. The fact that Cilk
schedules processors dynamically using only infor-

mation about the procedure-invocation tree of a run-
ning program relieves the programmer from having to
implement complex special-purpose schedulers. (Cilk
runs on shared-memory machines; we acknowledge
that on distributed-memory machines, static and spe-
cial purpose schedulers might still be necessary.) Cilk
supports nested parallelism in a natural way: if there is
sufficient parallelism at the top levels of the program,
Cilk does not extract any parallelism further down; if
there is not, Cilk uses parallelism exposed at lower
levels. This ensures that the coarsest possible level of
parallelism is exploited, leading to low overhead and
good data locality.

Our results also indicate that blocked data layouts
for dense matrices enables high-performance sequen-
tial and parallel implementations at both the dense and
sparse levels of the factorization code. We have found
that it is best to keep the data in a blocked layout
throughout the computation, even though this results
in slightly higher data-access costs at the sparse levels.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the design of the new dense
subroutines.Section 3describes the design of the
parallel sparse Cholesky factorization code.Section 4
describes the performance of the new solver, and
Section 5presents our conclusions.

2. Parallel recursive dense subroutines

Our solver uses a novel set ofblas (basic linear
algebra subroutines; routines that perform basic oper-
ations on dense blocks, such as matrix multiplication;
we informally include in this term dense Cholesky
factorizations). The novelty lies in the fusion of three
powerful ideas: recursive data structures, automatic
kernel generation, and parallel recursive algorithms.

2.1. Indirect block layouts

Our code stores matrices by block, not by column.
Every block is stored contiguously in memory, either
by row or by column. The ordering of blocks in mem-
ory is based on a recursive partitioning of the matrix,
as proposed in[24]. The algorithms use a recursive
schedule, so the schedule and the data layout match
each other. The recursive layout allows us to automat-
ically exploit levels 2 and 3 caches and the TLB. The
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A11

Array of pointers, stored by column

A21 A12 A22 A31 A41 A32 A42 A13 A23 A14 A24 A33 A43 A43 A44

Array of submatrices, stored by submatix, each submatrix stored by row or by column

Fig. 1. The use of indirection in the layout of matrices by block. The matrix is represented by an array of pointers to blocks (actually by
an array of structures that contain pointers to blocks).

recursive data layout also prevents situations in which
a single cache line contains data from two blocks, sit-
uations that lead to false sharing of cache lines on
cache-coherent multiprocessors.

Our data format uses a level of indirection that al-
lows us to efficiently access elements of a matrix by
index, to exploit multilevel memory hierarchies, and
to transparently pack triangular and symmetric matri-
ces. While direct access by index is not used often in
most dense linear algebra algorithms, it is used ex-
tensively in the extend-add operation in multifrontal
factorizations.

In our matrix representation, shown inFig. 1, a
matrix is represented by a two-dimensional array of
structures that represent submatrices. The submatri-
ces are of uniform size, except for the submatrices
in the last row and column, which may be smaller.
This array is stored in a column-major order in mem-
ory. A structure that represents a submatrix contains
a pointer to a block of memory that stores the ele-
ments of the submatrix, as well as several meta-data
members that describe the size and layout of the
submatrix. The elements of a submatrix are stored
in either column-major order or row-major order.
The elements of all the submatrices are normally
stored submatrix-by-submatrix in a large array that
is allocated in one memory-allocation call, but the
order of submatrices within that array is arbitrary.
It is precisely this freedom to arbitrarily order sub-
matrices that allows us to effectively exploit multi-
level caches and non-uniform-access-time memory
systems.

Note that inFig. 1, the matrix is not only partitioned,
but its blocks arelaid out recursively in memory. That
is, the first four blocks in memory areA11, A21, A12,
and A22, not the blocks in the first block-row or the

first block-column. This arrangement is the one we
call recursive partitioning.

Accessing a random element of a matrix requires
two div/mod operations and two indexing operations
in two-dimensional arrays. In a column- or row-major
layout, only one indexing operation is required and
no div/mod’s. However, even in an extend-add opera-
tion, the elements that are accessed are not completely
arbitrary, and many accesses are to consecutive el-
ements. In such cases, we can significantly reduce
the cost of data accesses by simply advancing a
pointer up to the block boundary. Our code uses this
optimization.

2.2. Efficient kernels, automatically generated and
otherwise

Operations on individual blocks are performed by
optimized kernels that are usually produced by au-
tomatic kernel generators. In essence, this approach
bridges the gap between the level of performance that
can be achieved by the translation of a naive kernel
implementation by an optimizing compiler, and the
level of performance that can be achieved by care-
ful hand coding. The utility of this approach has been
demonstrated byatlas, as well as by earlier projects,
such asphipac [7]. We have found that on some ma-
chines with advanced compilers, such assgi Origin’s,
we can obtain better performance by writing naive ker-
nels and letting the native optimizing compiler pro-
duce the kernel. Onsgi Origin’s, a compiler feature
called the loop-nest optimizer delivers better perfor-
mance at smaller code size than our automatically gen-
erated kernels. Even on thesgi, our kernels are not
completely naive: as inatlas, we split the kernel into
several cases, one that handles fixed-size blocks and
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others that handle smaller leftover blocks of arbitrary
sizes.

We currently have kernel generators for twoblas
routines:dgemm anddsyrk. We also use hand-coded
kernels for fixed-sized blocks. The hand-coded ker-
nels are written in assembly language and utilize
SSE2 instructions (vector instructions on Intel Pen-
tium processors that handle pairs of double-precision
floating-point numbers). These kernels are based on
the SSE2dgemm kernel contributed toatlas by
Camm Maguires.

The kernel generators accept as input several ma-
chine parameter and code-configuration parameters
and generate optimized kernels automatically. Our ma-
trix multiplication (dgemm) kernel generator is essen-
tially theatlas generator (by Whaley and Petitet). We
have implemented a similar generator for rank-k up-
date (dsyrk). The additional kernels ensure that we
obtain high performance even on small matrices; rely-
ing only on a fastdgemm kernel, which is the strategy
that atlas uses, leads to suboptimal performance on
small inputs. Ourdsyrk kernel is simpler thanatlas’
dgemm kernel: it uses unrolling but not optimizations
such as software pipelining and prefetching.

The flexibility of our data structures allows us one
optimization that is not possible inatlas and other

cilk void mat mult add(int n,
matrix A, matrix B, matrix C) {

if (n < blocksize) {
mat mult add kernel(n, A, B, C);

} else {
// Partition A into A 11, A 12, A 21, A 22
// Partition B and C similarly
spawn mat mult add(n/2,A 11,B 11,C 11);
spawn mat mult add(n/2,A 11,B 12,C 12);
spawn mat mult add(n/2,A 21,B 11,C 21);
spawn mat mult add(n/2,A 21,B 12,C 22);
sync; // wait for the 4 calls to return
spawn mat mult add(n/2,A 12,B 21,C 11);
spawn mat mult add(n/2,A 12,B 22,C 12);
spawn mat mult add(n/2,A 22,B 21,C 21);
spawn mat mult add(n/2,A 22,B 22,C 22);

}
}

Fig. 2. Simplified Cilk code for square matrix multiply-add. The code is used as an illustration of the main features of Cilk; this is not
the exact code that we use. Our recursive code is about 90 lines long.

existing kernels. Our data structure can store a subma-
trix either by row or by column; a bit in the submatrix
structure signals whether the layout is by row or by
column. Each kernel handles one layout, but if an in-
put submatrix is laid out incorrectly, the kernel simply
calls a conversion subroutine that transposes the block
and flips the layout bit. In the context of theblas and
lapack calls made by the sparse factorization code,
it is never necessary to transpose a block more than
once. In otherblas implementations that are not al-
lowed to change the layout of the input, a single block
may be transposed many times, in order to utilize the
most efficient loop ordering and stride in each kernel
invocation (usually in order to perform the innermost
loop as a stride-1 inner product).

2.3. Parallel recursive dense subroutines

The fact that the code is recursive allows us to
easily parallelize it using Cilk. The syntax of Cilk, il-
lustrated inFigs. 2 and 3(and explained fully in[39])
allows the programmer to specify that a function call
may execute the caller concurrently with the callee. A
special command specifies that a function may block
until all its subcomputations terminate. Parallelizing
the recursiveblas in Cilk essentially meant that we
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cilk matrix* snmf factor(vertex v) {
matrix* front = NULL;
inlet void extend add helper(matrix* Fc) {
if (!front) front = allocate front(v);
extend add(Fc, front);
free front(Fc);

}

for (c = first child[v]; c != -1; c = next child[c]) {
extend add helper( spawn snmf factor(c) );

}
sync; // wait for the children & their extend-adds
if (!front) front = allocate front(v); // leaf

// now add columns of original coefficient matrix to
// frontal matrix, factor the front, apply updates,
// copy columns to L, and free columns from front

return front;
}

Fig. 3. Simplified Cilk code for the multifrontal Cholesky factorization with inlets to manage memory and synchronize extend-add operations.

added thespawn keyword to function calls that can
proceed in parallel and thesync keyword to wait for
termination of subcomputations. We stress that we use
recursion not just in order to expose parallelism, but
because recursion improves locality of reference in the
sequential case as well.

3. Multifrontal sparse Cholesky factorization

Our multifrontal sparse Cholesky implementation
is fairly conventional except for the use of Cilk. The
code is explicitly recursive, which allowed us to easily
parallelize it using Cilk. In essence, the code factors
the matrix using a postorder traversal of the elimina-
tion tree. At a vertexv, the code spawns Cilk sub-
routines that recursively factor the columns associated
with the children ofv and their descendants. When
such a subroutine returns, it triggers the activation of
an extend-add operation that updates the frontal matrix
of v. These extend-add operations that apply updates
from the children ofv are performed sequentially us-
ing a special Cilk synchronization mechanism called
inlets.

In this section we first explain the overheads in-
curred by Cilk programs. We then explain the use of
inlets to manage memory efficiently in our code, as

well as performance issues arising from the interfaces
to the denseblas.

3.1. Overheads in a Cilk program

Cilk programs incur three main kinds of overheads.
The first source of overheads is the cost of spawning a
Cilk procedure, which is roughly three times more ex-
pensive than calling a C function[39, Section 5.3]. We
address this issue by switching from Cilk to straight
C at the bottom levels of the recursion. Since even C
function calls are much more expensive than loop iter-
ations, we also switch from recursion to loops on small
subproblems, as does almost any high-performance re-
cursive code.

The second source of overheads is Cilk’s proces-
sor scheduling mechanism. When a processorpi that
participates in the execution of a Cilk program be-
comes idle, it queries the other processors, and if one
of them, saypj, has work that needs to be performed,
pi “steals” a chunk of work frompj (the chunk is actu-
ally the top-most (oldest) suspended procedure onpj ’s
execution stack). The other processors are queried by
pi in a random order, which introduces overhead when
most of the processors are idle, since this situation
leads to many unsuccessful queries and to contention
on the work queues of the busy processors. Extensive
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theoretical and experimental analysis shows that when
the program has sufficient parallelism, this overhead is
small with very high probability. See[39, Section 2.8]
for an overview, and[9,10] for the technical details.

The third source of overhead is the memory sys-
tem. Cilk uses a shared-memory model. Most paral-
lel computers, even those with hardware support for
shared-memory programming, have memories that are
distributed to some extent. In some cases the main
memory is shared but each processor uses a private
cache, and in other cases the main memory is phys-
ically distributed among the processors. Access to a
data item by multiple processors (sometimes even to
different data items that are stored nearby in mem-
ory) often induces communication to communicate
values and/or to invalidate or update cached values.
This source of overhead can be significant. Our ex-
periments, reported below, show that as long as the
memory system is relatively fast, even when physi-
cally distributed, as in the case of an Origin 3000 with
16 processors or fewer, this overhead is tolerable. But
when the memory system is too slow, as in an Ori-
gin 3000 with more than 16 processors, the overheads
incurred by our code are intolerable.

3.2. Memory management and synchronization
using inlets

Inlets are subroutines that are defined within regu-
lar Cilk subroutines (similar to inner functions in Java
or to nested procedures in Pascal). An inlet is always
called with a first argument that is the return value of
a spawned subroutine, as illustrated inFig. 3. The run-
time system creates an instance of an inlet only after
the spawned subroutine returns. Furthermore, the run-
time system ensures that all the inlets of a subroutine
instance are performed atomically with respect to one
another, and only when the main procedure instance is
either at aspawn or sync operation. This allows us
to use inlets as a synchronization mechanism, which
ensures that extend-add operations, which all mod-
ify a dense matrix associated with the columns ofv,
are performed sequentially, so the dense matrix is not
corrupted. This is all done without using any explicit
locks.

The use of inlets also allows our parallel factoriza-
tion code to exploit a memory-management technique
due to Liu [34–36]. Liu observed that we can actu-

ally delay the allocation of the dense frontal matrix
associated with vertexv until after the first child ofv
returns. By cleverly ordering the children of vertices,
it is possible to save significant amounts of memory
and to improve the locality of reference. Our sequen-
tial code exploits this memory management technique
and delays the allocation of a frontal matrix until after
the first child returns. In a parallel factorization, we do
not know in advance which child will be the first to
return. Instead, we check in the inlet that the termina-
tion of a child activates whether the frontal matrix of
the parent has already been allocated. If not, then this
child is the first to return, so the matrix is allocated
and initialized. Otherwise, the extend-add simply up-
dates the previously allocated frontal matrix. Since
Cilk’s scheduler uses on each processor the normal
depth-first C scheduling rule, when only one processor
works onv and its descendants, the memory alloca-
tion pattern matches the sequential one exactly, and in
particular, the frontal matrix ofv is allocated after the
first-ordered child returns but before any of the other
children begin their factorization process. When mul-
tiple processors work on the subtree rooted atv, the
frontal matrix is allocated after the first child returns,
even if it is not the first-ordered child.

3.3. Interfaces to the dense subroutines

The sparse Cholesky code can use both traditional
blas and our new recursiveblas. Our new blas
provide two advantages over traditionalblas: they
exploit deep memory hierarchies better and they are
parallelized using Cilk. The first advantage affects
only large matrices, in particular matrices that do
not fit within the level-2 cache of the processor. The
second advantage allows a single scheduler, the Cilk
scheduler, to manage the parallelism in both the sparse
factorization level and the denseblas/lapack level.

On the other hand, the recursive layout that our
blas use increases the cost of extend-add operations,
since computing the address of the (i, j) element of a
frontal matrix becomes more expensive. By carefully
implementing data-access operations, we have been
able to reduce the total cost of these operations, but
they are nonetheless significant.

To explore this issue, we have implemented sev-
eral variants of the interface code that link the sparse
factorization code to the dense kernels. One variant
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Table 1
The performance of the code on a 1.6 GHz Pentium 4 with several variants of the sparse/dense interface, explained in the texta

Operation
count

no-column-
major

no-column-major-
simple-syrk

copy-once-to-
blocks

copy-for-each-
routine

column-major-with-
atlas

bcsstk32 1.73E+9 430 430 343 330 464
30 × 30 × 30 2.72E+9 686 638 478 466 661
oilpan 3.16E+9 483 454 357 349 519
40 × 40 × 40 16.00E+9 928 878 657 648 845

a The first matrix is from the Harwell–Boeing collection, the third is from theparasol collection, and the two remaining ones are
regular 3D meshes. The second column specifies the total number of floating-point operations in the factorization, and columns 3–7 the
performance of the different variants in Mflop/s.

Table 2
The performance of the code on a single processor of the Origin 3000 with several variants of the sparse/dense interfacea

Operation
count

no-column-
major

no-column-major-
simple-syrk

copy-once-to-
blocks

copy-for-each-
routine

column-major-with-
scsl

crankseg1 35E+9 620 536 528 616
thread 38E+9 681 589 583 612
shipsec1 42E+9 629 549 541 606
crankseg2 48E+9 631 543 536 614
bmwcra1 66E+9 605 522 514 593
50 × 50 × 50 63E+9 686 592 588 552

a All the matrices except the last are from theparasol collection, last is a regular 3D mesh. The columns are the same as inTable 1.
The no-column-major-simple-syrk column is empty in this case since on the Origin none of our kernels are automatically generated. The
last column shows the performance with column-major layout and thescsl blas.

keeps the dense matrices in blocked layout through-
out the computation. Two other variants perform
extend-add operations on column-major layout but
copy the data to and from blocked layout to exploit
the blocked-layout dense routines. One of these two
variants copies data before and after each call to a
dense routine. The other variant copies data once
before a sequence of three calls that constitute the
factorization of a frontal matrix and copies the data
back after the three calls. A final variant keeps the ma-
trices in column-major layout and uses conventional
dense routines.Tables 1 and 2in present performance
results that compare these four variants.

4. Performance

We now present performance results that support
our claims regarding the design of the factorization
code. We conducted experiments on two different ma-
chines. One machine is ansgi Origin 3000 series with
32 R14000 processors running at 500 MHz, and with
8MB level-2 caches. The Origin 3000 is a ccNUMA

machine. Its basic node contains four processors and
a memory bank in a symmetric configuration (SMP);
the combined memory bandwidth of such a node is
3.2GB/s in full duplex. Four such nodes are con-
nected to a router using 1.6GB/s full-duplex links.
The machine that we used has two routers, which are
connected using two 1.6GB/s full-duplex links. The
topology of this machine implies deteriorating bisec-
tion bandwidths and increasing latencies when going
from four nodes to 16–32.

The second computer that we used is a 1.6 GHz
Intel Pentium 4 uniprocessor with 256KB of on-chip
cache and 256MB of 133 MHz SDRAM main mem-
ory running Linux. On this machine, both our matrix-
multiplication kernel andatlas’ matrix-multiplication
kernel utilize SSE2 instructions, which allow for two
double-precision multiply-add instructions per cycle.

We present results on matrices from thepara-
sol test-matrix collection, on one matrix from the
Harwell–Boeing collection, and on Laplacians of
regular three-dimensional meshes (i.e., seven-point
finite-element discretizations of the model Poisson
problem). All the matrices have been reordered using
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Fig. 4. The uniprocessor performance of the new dense Cholesky factorization (denotedtaucs) compared to the performance ofscsl 1.4,
sgi’s nativeblas/lapack and toatlas 3.4. Each plot shows the performance of our new subroutine with recursive layout, the performance
of the new subroutine when the input and output are in column-major order (in which case we copy the input and output to and from
recursive format), and the performance ofscsl or atlas. The graphs on the top row show the performance on matrices whose dimension
is up to 4000, and the top row shows the performance on matrices with dimension 1000 or less, to highlight the behavior of the code on
smaller matrices.

metis 4.0 with its default settings prior to the factor-
ization.

Fig. 4 shows that the uniprocessor performance of
our new dense matrix subroutines is competitive and
often better than the performance of the vendor li-
brary,sgi’s scsl version 1.4, and competitive with the
performance ofatlas(version 3.4). The graphs in the
figure also show that even though the cost of copy-
ing to and from column-major order is significant, on
large matrices our routine outperforms the vendor’s
routine even when this cost is included. We note that
the previous version ofscsl, 1.3, does not perform as
well as version 1.4 (see[30]). In particular, version

1.3 slows down significantly when the matrices ex-
ceeds the size of the level-2 cache. Neither our code
nor version 1.4 suffers from this behavior. The data in
the figure shows the performance of dense Cholesky
factorization routines, but the performance character-
istics of other routines are similar.

In experiments not reported here, we have found
that on both the Origin and the Pentium 4 machine,
the uniprocessor performance of our new dense codes
does not depend on the ordering of blocks. That is, as
long as we lay out matrices by block, performance is
independent of the ordering of blocks (recursive ver-
sus block-column-major). It appears that the spatial
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locality that laying out matrices by block provides
is sufficient, and that the additional coarser-grained
spatial locality that we achieve by recursive layout
of blocks does not contribute significantly to perfor-
mance.

Tables 1 and 2demonstrate the performance differ-
ences between different sparse/dense interfaces. The
tables show the performance of several variants of
the sparse/dense interface. Theno-column-majorcol-
umn describes the performance of a code that keeps
the frontal matrices in the indirect blocked layout;
the extend-add operations access matrix elements us-
ing double indirection. Theno-column-major-simple-
syrk is a similar code, but which uses a plainsyrk
dense kernel rather than an automatically generated
and SSE2-enhanced one (all the other variants use
an automatically generated and SSE2-enhancedsyrk
kernel). Thecopy-once-to-blockscode copies from
column-major to blocked layout before the factoriza-
tion of each frontal matrix, which consists of three
dense calls. Thecopy-for-each-routinecode copies
matrices before and after each of the three dense
calls. The column-major-with-atlas code uses a
column-major layout for the frontal matrices and calls
atlas.

The data shows that blocked layouts are bene-
ficial. On the Pentium 4, the blocked layout and
column-major layout withatlas result in similar per-
formance. On the Origin, blocked layout are clearly
more effective than column-major layout withscsl.
On both machines, when we use blocked layout, per-
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Fig. 5. The parallel performance of the new dense Cholesky factorization on matrices of order 2000 (left) and 4000 (right).

forming extend-adds directly on the blocked layout
is preferable to copying between blocked layouts and
column-major layouts.

Table 1also shows that the code benefits signifi-
cantly from a highly optimized densesyrk kernel. The
“simple” syrk kernel uses a fairly simple implemen-
tation using three nested loops. The optimized kernel
uses SSE2 hand-coded kernel for 80× 80 blocks and
automatically generated unrolled kernels for smaller
block sizes.

Fig. 5 shows that our new dense matrix routines
scale well unless memory access times vary too
widely. The graphs show the performance of the dense
Cholesky factorization routines on a 32-processor
sgi Origin 3000 machine. The entire 32-processor
machine was dedicated to these experiments. On
this machine, up to 16 processors can communicate
through a single router. When more than 16 proces-
sors participate in a computation, some of the memory
accesses must go through a link between two routers,
which slows down the accesses. The graphs show that
when 16 or fewer processors are used, our new code
performs similarly or better thanscsl. The perfor-
mance difference is especially significant on 12–16
processors. But when 32 processors are used, the
slower memory accesses slow our code down more
than it slowsscsl (but evenscsl slows down relative
to its 16-processor performance). We suspect that the
slowdown is mostly due to the fact that we allocate
the entire matrix in one memory-allocation call (so
all the data resides on a single four-processor node)
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Fig. 6. The performance on the Origin 3000 of the parallel multifrontal sparse Cholesky in Cilk on fourparasol test matrices. The data
only shows the performance of the numeric factorization. The three plots in each graph show the performance of our Cilk-parallel sparse
solver with our Cilk-parallel dense routines, the performance of our Cilk-parallel sparse solver with sequential recursive dense routines,
and of our sequential sparse solver withscsl’s parallel dense routines. Thetaucs’ dense routines that we used in these experiments copy
to and from blocked layout before and after each dense call. Replacingtaucs’ sequential dense routines withscsl’s dense routines does
not significantly change the performance of the overall code (“parallel sparse only” plots).

and do not use any memory placement or migration
primitives, which would render the code less portable
and more machine specific.

Figs. 6 and 7show that our overall sparse Cholesky
code scales well with up to 16 processors. Note that
our earlier code[30] could not effectively exploit that
many processors. The graphs inFig. 6 also show the
benefit of parallelizing the sparse and dense layers
of the solver using the same parallelization mecha-
nism. The code speeds up best (circles) when both the
sparse multifrontal code and the dense routines are
parallelized using Cilk. When we limit parallelism to

either the sparse layer or to the dense routines (trian-
gles), performance drops significantly.Fig. 7, which
describes the performance of our best code, shows that
our code achieves not only effective speedups but also
high absolute performance.

Fig. 8 explains the data inFig. 6. The figure shows
that the vast majority of fronts in the multifrontal
algorithm are small, but most of the floating-point
arithmetic is performed on large fronts. On the four
test matrices analyzed here, about 80% of the fronts
have fewer than 100 columns, but 80% of the arith-
metic is performed on fronts with 500 columns or
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Fig. 9. The performance and speedups of three sparse Cholesky codes on the Origin 3000. The data only shows the performance of the
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more. This observation is not new[3,23,27,32,37];
we repeat it here to explainFig. 6. Parallelizing dense
operations is important mainly in order to speed up
operations on large fronts. Processing multiple fronts
in parallel is important since there are numerous
small fronts whose processing generates significant
overhead, which should be parallelized (Fig. 7).

Fig. 9 shows that on an Origin 3000 with up to 16
processors, our code is competitive with two other
parallel sparse Cholesky factorization codes. In fact,
our code is usually faster. The two other codes are
MUMPS [3,4] and PSPASES[23,31,32], both of
which are distributed-memory parallel codes. In this
experiment we used the latest versions of the codes
available at the time of the experiment: MUMPS
version 4.1.6, released March 2000, and PSPASES
version 1.0.3, dated 9 May 1999. We usedsgi’s imple-
mentation of MPI for both codes, andblas from sgi’s
scsl version 1.4. We also used ScaLAPACK version
1.7 [8,11] and MPI-BLACS[13] version 1.1patch03
to run MUMPS. We used exactly the same orderings
for all the runs, orderings obtained frommetis. In
PSPASES, we timed the routine DPSPACEN, which
is the numerical factorization phase, and in MUMPS,
we timed the routine MUMPS with parameters that
instruct the routine to use our precomputed order-
ing and that inform the routine that the input matrix
is symmetric positive definite. Due to different su-
pernode amalgamation strategies, the actual number
of floating-point operations performed by the other
codes are slightly different than the number performed
by TAUCS, even though the ordering is the same.
MUMPS performed up to 0.46% more floating-point
operations. PSPASES performed between 5.11%
fewer floating-point operations to 16.86% more. In
PSPASES the amalgamation strategy depends on the
number of processors; in TAUCS and MUMPS it is
not.

The data inFig. 9 clearly shows that our code
is competitive with other parallel sparse Cholesky
codes, and usually faster. This indicates that the over-
heads hidden in the recursive Cilk implementation
are smaller or comparable to the overheads of other
parallel environments. We cannot conclude much
more than this from the data, since TAUCS is struc-
turally different from the two other codes. MUMPS
and PSPASES are distributed-memory codes that use
MPI, unlike TAUCS, which relies on shared memory.

The memory system of the Origin 3000 is physically
distributed, but every processor can access all the
memory in a cache coherent and sequentially consis-
tent manner. Using MPI on this machine obviously
introduces overhead, which is a disadvantage, but
avoids communication induced by the coherency and
consistency protocols. Therefore, the poorer perfor-
mance of PSPASES and MUMPS relative to TAUCS
can be explained by the message-passing overheads.
However, because PSPASES and MUMPS avoid
implicit communication induced by the consistency
protocol, we expect them to perform well on more
than 16 processors, whereas TAUCS slows down on
32 processors, as indicated inFig. 5. Obviously, the
use of MPI also allows PSPASES and MUMPS to
run on systems without shared-memory support.

The comparisons are limited to PSPASES and
MUMPS since these were the only parallel sparse di-
rect symmetric-positive-definite codes whose sources
we could obtain.

5. Conclusions

Our research addresses several fundamental issues.
Can blocked and possibly recursive data layouts be
used effectively in a large software project? In other
words, is the overhead of indexing the (i, j) element
of a matrix acceptable in a code that needs to do
that frequently (e.g., a multifrontal code that per-
forms extend-add operations on frontal matrices)?
How much can we benefit from writing additional
automatic kernel generators and other kernel opti-
mizations? Can Cilk manage parallelism effectively
in a multilevel library that exposes parallelism at both
the upper sparse layer and the lower dense layer?

Before we address each of these questions, we
point out that the performance of our code relative
to other parallel sparse Cholesky codes indicates that
our experiments, and hence our conclusions, are valid.
With up to 16 processors, our shared-memory code
outperforms two other parallel distributed-memory
codes, MUMPS and PSPASES. Although the dis-
tributed memory codes incur higher communication
overhead, they avoid unnecessary communication that
may be induced by the hardware’s shared-memory
support mechanisms. Therefore, we believe that the
comparison is essentially fair, and indicates that our
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code performs at state-of-the-art levels. (We acknowl-
edge that our code, like other shared-memory codes,
is sensitive to the performance characteristics of the
shared memory system, and that when the memory
is too slow our code’s performance degrades.) Fur-
thermore, the sequential version of our code has been
incorporated by the developers ofmatlab [40] into
the next release as the default sparse positive definite
solver that the linear-solve operator calls. While this
implies nothing concerning the parallel code, it does
suggest that the sequential code, which is essentially
identical to the parallel one except for the use of C
function calls instead of Cilk spawns, is efficient. The
code will replace a slower sparse left-looking column
oriented code[22].

Our experiments clearly demonstrate that the
blocked-recursive data layout does not lower perfor-
mance and can significantly improve performance
(on the Origin). In addition, the blocked layout is
clearly scalable up to at least 16 processors. Although
we have not performed scalability experiments with
column-major layouts, we believe that achieving scal-
ability with such layouts is more difficult. On the
other hand, we have not found a significant difference
between the performance of column-major layout of
the blocks and a recursive layout of the blocks. This
finding suggests that the recursive block layouts may
not be as important as suggested by[24]. The novelty
in our results, compared to earlier work on blocked
and recursive layouts[24], is that we have demon-
strated the effectiveness of these layouts in a code
that (1) often operates on small matrices, and (2) that
performs random accesses to matrix elements often.

Our experiments also clearly demonstrate that ad-
ditional highly optimized kernels do improve perfor-
mance significantly. The obvious reason for this is
that in a sparse Cholesky code, a significant amount
of work is performed in the context of dense opera-
tions on small and medium matrices. As a result, a
highly optimized matrix-multiplication kernel (gemm)
does not provide near-optimal performance. We expect
that additional optimized kernels forpotrf andtrsm
would further improve performance. In addition, it is
clear that other aspects of the dense kernels, such as
data-copying policies and performance on small prob-
lems also impact the performance of sparse codes.

So far, it seems clear that Cilk can help manage par-
allelism and simplify code in complex parallel codes.

In particular, Cilk allows us to easily exploit nested
parallelism. The fact that both the elimination-tree
parallelism and the dense parallelism are expressed
in Cilk allows the Cilk scheduler to effectively man-
age processors. However, the slowdowns on 32 pro-
cessors suggest that Cilk codes should manage and
place memory carefully on ccNUMA machines. We
also note that we have found that the overhead of the
Cilk scheduler is indeed small, but higher than we had
expected. We found that avoiding spawning Cilk pro-
cedures on small problem instances, calling sequen-
tial C procedures instead, can improve performance.
This annoyance makes Cilk programming more diffi-
cult than it should be.

The scalability and absolute performance of our
code, as demonstrated by our experiments, demon-
strate the effectiveness of dynamic scheduling, at
least on share-memory machines. Many parallel
sparse factorization codes are statically scheduled,
where a specialized scheduler decides in advance
which processor or processors should perform which
vertices in the supernodal elimination tree. Our ex-
periments demonstrate that a dynamically scheduled
factorization can achieve high performance and scal-
ability. The advantage of dynamic scheduling is
that it can adapt better to changes in the comput-
ing environments (processors being used or freed
by other users) and to parallelism in the application
itself.

Our research not only addresses fundamental ques-
tions, but it also aims to provide users of mathematical
software with state-of-the-art high-performance im-
plementations of widely used algorithms. A stable ver-
sion of our sequential code (both real and complex) is
freely available athttp://www.tau.ac.il/∼stoledo/taucs.
This version includes the sequential multifrontal su-
pernodal solver. The parallel version with the recursive
blas and the parallelized Cilk codes is available from
us upon request; we plan to incorporate the parallel
code into the standard distribution of TAUCS once we
clean it up.
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